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abhaya TEAM visited Sri Grandhi Mallikarjuna Rao, Group Chairman, GMR Group 
at Bangalore,sought time for the proposed CSR Seminar on 8th Nov'14 at B'lore



Salutations and Greetings to all abhayans! 

You are the people who always in all ways be ready for lending abhayam to those 
who are in need in the country. Very happy to share my thoughts with this 
Signature Page. 

It was exactly an year back, My father Padmavibhushan Dr Akkineni Nageswara 
Rao met abhaya Office Bearers and honoured them for their selfless work 
through Sri Madhu Mohan, Founder, GEMS Foundation & Member of abhaya 
Home of Happiness (a long time associate of Dr ANR Family) on the eve of his 
90th Birthday celebrations at our Home. 

I still remember the 2 hrs time he spent with abhayans about Community Work 
and Model Villages in the country. No one can forget his words of WISDOM. 

I am equally happy to know how selflessly abhaya Foundation is rendering good 
work in the country. I hope that each one of us will come forward to lend a hand to 
abhaya Foundation. This will surely make a heavenly difference to our world.

 Today, the 20th day of September 2014, is Dr  ANR's 91st Birthday. I 
wish to convey my best wishes to each one of you.  Dr ANR is the 
eternal man in the hearts of many around the world. I remember 
father always said that He saw GOD in those who undertook 
philanthropic work and profoundly impacted the lives of those in 
need.  These are thoughts of my father for abhaya as well. This page 
was supposed to be signed by My Father... but with love for him and 
in his physical absence,  I am signing it on his behalf.
 

Let us be connected to the community work in any way we 

can... in fact that is the real purpose life...this is the life and 

mission of Dr ANR... let us walk on this talk for a better 

country.

A Naga Shusheela
Chairperson

Akkineni Janmabhoomi 
Devpt Trust, Hyd

Best Wishes

ANR LIVES ON

Special



Dear abhayans

 

At the outset I wish to convey my heartfelt greetings on the occasion of Navarathri.

 

Dharma protects those who protect it - A phrase, which is very familiar across the all 

communities around the globe. If we choose to live a life guided by righteousness, then 

we are assured of that protection. This understanding is ingrained in our thinking from 

childhood as one grows up in India. We human beings need protection is 

understandable. But rakshithaha implies that the concept itself needs protection too. 

Dharma will protect you if you protect it.

 

Dharmic life, is a life of self-less service, of sacrifice and contribution. It is the lifestyle 

that has been held in India from time immemorial as an ideal life, a life worth emulating 

and a life that one aspires towards. We are very fortunate that we are born in India, a 

land, where people respect human values and maintain high Dharmic principles.

 

Indian Government has taken a remarkable initiative by introducing CSR  activities as 

part of corporate culture. In my opinion it is Citizens Social Responsibility. Every Indian 

citizen has to feel the responsibility of helping others, who are in dire need of support/ 

help. The support may be in the form of cash or in kind. Even in the form of moral 

support and references for a good social cause.

 

abhaya Foundation is an organization which came into existence to serve mankind, 

irrespective of cast, creed and gender. abhaya acts and deeds are very transparent and 

take extensive care of every penny that has been received and spent on its objectives of 

H.E.A.R.T (Healthcare, Educate, Awareness, Rural Infra and Transformation). The 

CSR (Confidence, Selflessness and Reliable) is in veins of every abhayan.

 

abhaya Foundation, where the members are predominantly working professionals viz. 

Company Secretaries, Chartered Accountants, Cost Accountants, Advocates, Engineers 

so on, has inherited the qualities like Transparency, Equality, Accountability, 

Commitment, Humbleness (TEACH).

 

abhayans have taken the responsibility of spreading the cause of Corporate Social Responsibility, 

has organized a seminar in Hyderabad during the month of July 2014. The response was 

overwhelming and it was a huge success. Taking the inspiration from this event the team of 

abhaya is organizing similar event in Bangalore on 8th November 2014. This event is being 

organized in association of FKCCI (Federation of Karnataka Chamber of Commerce and 

Industries). More details in the said regard being provided elsewhere in the news update. 

Request each abhayan who is aware of abhaya in Karnataka to take part in this Seminar and show 

their love and care for the pioneering efforts of abhaya in serving the country.  I am indeed very 

fortunate to associate with abhaya Foundation as its founder trustee and be part of this mission of 

human service.

CA S Narayana Rangaiah
Founder Trustee

Sr. General Manager 
 Salarpuria Sattva Group

Bangalore

CA S N R i hA



Tata Steel wins Asian CSR 
Leadership Award

Govt Changes CSR Spending Norms

Use CSR money for animal 
welfare'

for companies to use their mandatory corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) funds for welfare of animals.

PTI Sep 26, 2014, 01.01PM IST

Appealing to religious sentiment, Gandhi said that commercial 

BHUBANESWAR:  Suk i nda  interests were responsible for a lot of cruelty done to animals. 

Chromite Mine of the Tata Steel in "Once a cow stops giving milk, it is immediately sold to 

Odisha has bagged the Asian butchers. A Hindu sells the cow, a Sikh or Hindu truck driver 

Corporate Social Responsibility transports the animals to a slaughter house where a butcher 

Leadership Award for Community eventually kills them. Alternative use of cow dung has 

Development. Sumit Ghoshal, tremendous business potential and it should be explored," 

Regional Commercial Manager, Middle East, spoke about how Gandhi said. She cited an example of how one of her friends 

the company's founder's vision for community development designed a Rs 15,000 machine that could be used to convert 

has been ingrained in all the employees and is being practised cow dung into firewood.

company wide, it said.

Voluntarily, several officers of Sukinda Chromite Mine have BI INDIA BUREAU SEP 15, 2014, 07.30 PM

been sponsoring orphan tribal girls of nearby schools of 

Sukinda. Due to 'Improvement Activities' done by employees in The government has made some changes in the norms meant 

the work place, when they receive prize money, even that they for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities under the 

donate to the needy school kids for buying books and school Companies Act, under which, certain class of profitable 

uniform, it added. companies are required to spend at least 2% of their three-year 

annual average net profit towards CSR activities.

For Tata Steel, welfare of the society is not just a principle 

but a living tradition and will remain so for all time to 

come.

TNN | Sep 19, 2014, 01.29AM 

IST

PUNE: Union minister for 

women and child development 

Maneka Gandhi made a pitch 

According to the Act, companies are allowed to build CSR 

capacities for their own personnel through other institutions on 

the condition that such expenses do not surpass 5% of the total 

amount spent on social welfare activities in a financial year. The 

Corporate Affairs Ministry has said that 5% cap would include 

"expenditure on administrative overheads.”

The changes have been made to the Companies (Corporate 

Social Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014, through a notification 

dated September 12.

FOUNDATIONabhaya FOUNDATION
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Cos can avail tax benefits for 
expenditure on CSR

CIL's CSR fund for sanitation

Narendra Modi-Led Government Plans To Penalise CSR 
Defaulters Under Companies Act 2013

non-compliance of CSR rule isn't penalized by the Companies Law, 

and those unable to spend the stipulated amount can get away 

TNN | Sep 4, 2014, 01.45AM IST with some justification.

Firms spending money on corporate "Under the current law, there's no mandatory obligation on the 

social responsibility (CSR), which company, but a responsibility is cast upon the board members. In 

has been made mandatory under case companies repeatedly fail to do so for two or more years, 

the new Companies Act, have more they should be penalized. We can't leave any grey areas in law," a 

reasons to cheer. Though CSR senior government official told ET.

provisions do not offer any great tax savings, companies can claim 

deductions towards depreciation on assets created for CSR 

purposes and on expenditure for skill development projects. TNN | Sep 3, 2014, 05.20AM IST

The Finance Minister has clarified that deductions specifically KOLKATA: Coal India Ltd (CIL) has set aside Rs 235crore fund, 

allowed under Sections 30 to 36 of the Income Tax (IT) Act, 1961 50% of the company's total corporate social responsibility (CSR) 

could be availed. In effect, Section 30 of the IT Act can be used for war chest of Rs 470 crore budgeted for 2014-15 to provide 

availing deductions against expenditure incurred on repairs and hygienic sanitation in schools and in the households of 

insurance in respect of machinery, plant and furniture used for underprivileged by constructing individual toilet facilities. The 

CSR activities. government-run miner said this was in response to the call given 

Rent, rates, taxes and repairs incurred on buildings or other to the corporate sector by the Prime Minister for 'Clean India' 

assets taken on lease earmarked for CSR activity would also initiative on August 15.

qualify for deductions. Companies can also claim deduction 

towards depreciation on assets used for CSR purposes. The amount would be utilized for creating modern sanitation 

facilities in schools operating in the command areas of CIL's 

Funds spent on skill development projects gives the assessee the subsidiary companies and in the villages of economically 

benefit of claiming 150% deduction in their books. In fact, the backward districts identified by coal companies through a baseline 

CSR Rules issued by MCA (Ministry of Corporate Affairs) read with survey. 

the MCA circular dated June this year clarifies that CSR activities 

should be undertaken by the companies in project/ programme CIL's mining operations in 429 mines are spread across eight 

mode. states like West Bengal, Jharkhand, Odisha, MP, UP, Chhattisgarh, 

Maharashtra and north-eastern states. CIL director personnel R 

Mohandas said CIL will be engaging various 

NGOs for the construction of toilets as well as 

ECONOMIC TIMES SEP 18, 2014, 10.42 AM awareness campaigns for better sanitation. 

Around one lakh households would be benefited 

The Narendra Modi-led government will not let companies get by this sanitation initiative. This apart, around 

away easily if they do not spend the mandated 2% of their profits 6,000 toilet facilities would be built in schools. 

on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities as specified by This hygiene drive is targeted to be completed by 

law. The government is planning to add more teeth to the March 2015.  - Collected by CS B Kiran Kumar 
Companies Act 2013 by introducing the penalty clause for Guptha, Partner, BK & Associates, 
companies that miss this target spending repeatedly. At present, Company Secretaries, Hyderabad



FKCCI and abhaya Foundation The Seminar is being attended by many 

jointly organizing a Seminar on Corporate Heads, Promoters, Directors, 

" C O R P O R A T E  S O C I A L  Industrialist, Professional Bodies, CFO's, 

RESPONSIBILITY" on Saturday C h a r t e r e d  A c c o u n t a n t s ,  C o s t  

8th November 2014 at Bangalore. Accountants, Company Secretaries, NGO 

Heads, Philanthropists, Volunteers, 

Management Students and others drawn You are aware, the New Companies Act, 2013 is 
from various parts of the state of Karnataka.now provided for 2% of Net Profit of specified 

companies in the country to spend on Community 

work as part of their Corporate Social Each one of those who are connected to abhaya 

Responsibility. abhaya Foundation, Hyderabad in Foundation and its work at Karnataka, requested to be 

order to propagate the said provisions in the best there for this seminar which will surely add value to 

interest of the state of Karnataka hosting a Full Day abhaya's Mission to serve with H.E.A.R.T. We would be 

Seminar on grateful if you can kindly make it convenient to grace 

the seminar and encourage abhaya Foundation in doing 

its bit for the betterment of Community.

We all would be very happy to have your kind self if can 

connect Corporate Houses and Professionals and be 

personally there to inspire the corporate heads of 

Karnataka as your heart and soul is always passionate 

about doing good work for the country. We have just 

initiated the process. More details will be shared soon. 

 

Founder, Chairman & President

with Board Trustees of abhaya FOUNDATION

LOVE & LIFE for the Country

FOUNDATIONabhaya FOUNDATION

CSR Seminar at Bangalore abhaya
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Updates for CSR Seminar  at Bangalore on 8th Nov’ 2014
Met Honourable Venkaiah Naidu. Requested him to be chief guest for Nov 8 CSR Seminar @ 

Bangalore. He said he will check his schedule and revert. We need to touch base with his 

Secretary - 

abhaya thanking each one 

who joined for today's 

meeting on Inspire Blore on 

Saturday the 8th Nov 14 at 

Blore... Founder, Board 

Trustees, coordinators and 

w e l l w i s h e r s  m e t  

everyone... very passionate to work for CSR Seminar. The 

meeting was hosted by Smt & Sri Narasimhamurthy at their 

residence at Sai Padam. Team visited Hotel Capital, Chancery n 

Archids for the venue... tomorrow meeting RK Math Head & Sri 

GMR... also trying to meet CA IS Prasad... day after meeting with 

Sri Ghanashyamdasji & CA N Suresh - abhaya Team

Thanking Sri GMR for his kind time to understand the work of abhaya. He 

very kindly gave couple of value suggestions for the way forward. He was 

very kind in considering our request for his time for the proposed Seminar on 

CSR planned by abhaya Foundation at Blore in Nov 14. Prayers for him and 

GMR. Thanking GOD for connecting Sri GMR... and saluting those who stood 

by abhaya in propagating the cause of community work.

Pleasant surprise for abhaya team to visit Sri Anantha Kumar, Union Minister... 

without schedule... just dropped in... As if we were special visitors to his home, his 

secretary... was waiting at main gate. We said that we are from abhaya. He 

remembered our mail to Minister. When went inside and asked to take sweets... then 

we realized today is his 55th Birthday... it was a coincidence. Welcomed him from 

upstairs with a birthday song. It was very pleasant experience for him n his wife Smt 

Thejaswani to have our special wishes at the end of the day.

The Chairman CSR Committee, CA IS Prasad along with the office bearers of Federation of Karnataka Chamber of 

Commerce n Industry, Blore in principle agreed to join hands with abhaya in conducting CSR Seminnar on 8th Nov 

2014. Thanks to the Founder Trustee CA AV Sathish Kumar for his wonderful initiation in the said regard

CS G Raghubabu, President 



1. CS R Sridharan, Presidents, ICSI

2. Swami Harshanandaji, President, Ramakrishna Math*

3. CA (Dr) N Suresh, Chartered Accountant & Author

4. Sri Grandhi Mallikarujan Rao, Group Chairman, GMR Group

5. Sri Ch Adiseshu, GMR Group

6. Sri Ghanshyam Dass, Sr Advisor, KPMG & NASDAQ

7. Js MN Venkatachalaiah, Chancellor, Sri Sathya Sai University

8. President & Office bearers of FKCCI
9.  Sri M Venkaiah Naidu, Union Minister*

CMA A Durgaprasad, President, ICWAI

The following eminent people are being approached for the seminar 

and they have given their kind consent and confirmation for the same:    

Thanku abhayans of Blore... you really did a perfect job... each day 

was filled with lots of divine vibrations for the proposed CSR Seminar 

at Blore in the month of Nov 2014... prayers for all of u... just reached 

Hyderabad. Pl stay connected to abhaya Inspire... Let's make a 

difference. Love you. - Founder

1 4

4 7

2

5
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3
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9



Sharing yet another miracle happened in love of country 
men... this is true for abhaya Mission to Serve with 
H.E.A.R.T. The love of abhayans across the country is so 
pure... it just took 24 hrs to pool resources for 1000 blankets 
to support ongoing relief operations at J&K Floods.

Its very inspiring to see as to how 100 abhayans from 
Andhrapradesh, Telangana, Maharashtra and Karnatakaka 
states apart from some NRI's responded for the call to 
support our brothers and sisters of J&K... in fact it was not 
call... but just posts in FB/ Whats App/ SMS... not even a 
single word uttered... just understood by all. Special thanks 
to CS Jinesh Kumar, Company Secretary, Coordinator - 
Flood Relief who arranged 1000 blankets from Panipat in 24 
hrs. The consignment is being booked to SEWA International 
office at Jammu from there the volunteers will distribute the 
blankets.If any abhayan wish to go physically for relief... 
may please be contacted the founder.

We could pool close to Rs.1,50,000/-... major donation for 600 blankets came from GVPR Engineers Ltd., Hyderabad (abhaya 

Thankfully acknowledging the 

grate gesture of GVPR for J&K 

Flood Relief... all 1000 blankets 

will have this sticker) and rest of 

the 400 blankets pooled by 

abhayans. We just wish to 

express gratitude to each one of 

those who lend their hands of 

support for the cause. The 

donations flow from now on words 

will be counted for abhaya Hunt 

the Winter - 2014 which would be 

started from Oct'14 across the 

country. - abhaya TEAM

FOUNDATIONabhaya FOUNDATION

J & K Flood Relief abhaya
FOUNDATION



Name of the Donor Amt Rs. Blankets

TOTAL AMOUNT 155750 1572

CA Narayana Rangaiah, Blore 2000 13

Sri Narasimha Murthy, Blore 1500 10

CS Ramakrishna Gupta, Hyderabad  1500 10

CS Anita Sunil Nair, Mumbai 1500  10

Neha Bajpai, Hyderabad 1500 10

T Bharucha, Mumbai 1500  10

BK & Associates, Hyderabad 1500 10

CS Manoj K, Hyderabad 1500 10

K Ramakrishna, Blore 1500 10

N Shashidhar, Blore 1500  10

Shailendra, Kurnool 1500  10

B Sushma Goutam, Hyderabad 1500  10

Smt & Sri Gunuputi Murthy, B’lore 1500  10

Suresh Penugonda, B’lore 1500  10

Rajesh Samudrala, B’lore 1500  10

Meda Bhargav, London 1500 10

P Krishna Murthy, GVPR, Hyd 1000  7

CS S Nakkiran, Blore 1000 7

A Snehitha, Bangalore 1000  7

Unknown 1000  7GVPR Group, Hyderabad 75000 500
CS G Thirupal, Bangalore 1000  7Shravan & Friends, Bangalore 31000 207
Sri Charan Lakkaraju, Hyderabad 900 6G Priyanka & G Siva Shankar Reddy, Hyd 14850 99
D Ramakrishna, GVPR, Hyderabad 750  5abhaya FOUNDATION, India 10000 67
Anusha Jakkapally, Bangalore 750 5Suresh K Bangalore 10000 67
U V Nageswar, Bangalore 750  5N Sai Jahnavi Deepak, UK 10000 67
CA TR Trivedi –GVPR, Hyd 600  4G Vidya Sagar, Hyderabad 7500 50
Philip Joshua, Hyderabad 600 4CS M Adinarayana, Hyderabad 6000 40
Savanth, GVPR, Hyderabad 600 4CS Nitya Kalyani Kannan, Hyderabad 5000 33
Varaprasad, Chirala 450 3Cash deposited at Karimnagar 5000  33
Komal Nayyar, Hyderabad  450 3Ridhi Gupta, Bangalore 5000 33
Deepa Dhand, Hyderabad 450  3Jaikishna, VP – GVPR 4500 30
CS KSVS Sastry, Hyderabad 300 2KARE School, Old City 4500 30
Sridhar, Yuva Ojha, Hyderabad 300  2CS Ch Raviteja, Chennai 3000 20
G P Associates, Hyderabad 300 2S Murali Krishna & Walkers Friends, Hyd 3000 20
CS Mona Rajora, Hyd 150 1Sri Madhumohan, Hyd 2500 17
Somisetty Lalitha Lahari, Hyd 150  1R Srihari, B’lore 2000 13

Name of the Donor Amt Rs. Blankets

abhaya SoulDears for J&K flood relief



abhaya Home of Happiness
Latest Update

Kusuma Lakshmi

Kameswara Rao

Padma

The way she recovered from The old lady since joined home about 6 months 

bedridden condition to LIFE back, gained physical strength due to timely 

is amazing. From a state of diet at abhaya Home. She was thrown out of 

hopelessness to a stage of home by daughter in law at village and she was 

creating a hope for someone begging and struggling on road side when 

in need is simply inspiring. rescued by abhaya team. Her hip got fractured 

She is able to manage the and doctors told that can be set righted. 

campus in spite of her limitations. She became a single abhaya is considering for surgery for her too... 

point of contact at abhaya Home since last 12 months now. in months to come. Though the home is meant 

She gained much physical strength and is able to look after for just providing shelter and food, abhaya 

the administrative issues of home as well. She is in touch team thought initially we can rehabilitate some inmates so that 

with abhaya team on daily basis through calls and SMS's. they would become fit to take care of new inmates.

She is being given some cash to handle day to day affairs  

at the Home. Though there is a need to have value 

orientation for her, the recovery story is a miracle. Dr Since last one month, he too gained lot of strength due to timely 
Sulapani, MD, Rajyalakshmi Hospitals, Hyderabad diet. His BP/Sugar levels are abnormal and he do not have control 
considering to do surgery for her lower limbs shortly after over his body there by the urine and motion being passed wherever 
festival of Dasara. The estimated cost of surgery would be he is living. Hence it became very difficult task for inmates to attend 
around Rs.5,00,000/- abhaya could pool the resources to to him. But still the abhaya Home staff is putting in their best to take 
the tune of Rs.2,00,000/- but considering the value of care of him. Kusuma took him to the Govt Hospital, Ibrahimpatnam 
human life and her future, team moving forward on twice during September, 2014 and right now Rao is doing well as 
surgery. regular medicines being administered. Rao is yet to come out of his 
 smoking addiction. abhayan Srikanth Natarajan, the man who 

rescued him from roads making it a 
point to visit home on and off, trying a retired Hindi Teacher and mother of Kusuma is now 
his  best to compliment the services of happily taking care of Kitchen at abhaya Home. Though 
in house team with his innovative she is elderly lady, pooling her strength able to cook for all 
ideas and support. He now brought the inmates of abhaya home with the support of Kusuma 
Sugar Testing machine, Tape recorder, and other lady staff. She is suffering from join pains and 
pairs of clothes, nicotine tablets, doctors prescribed tablets. She from the stage of 
pickles etc., for the benefit of abhaya struggling for daily ration an year back, is able to provide 
home inmates.food for as many as 10 people every day at abhaya Home.



abhaya Home of Happiness
Loving Hearts & Serving Hands

Empowering the inmates and staff with 
organic farming by Lotus Kitchen Garden.  

Drip irrigation arranged for the Kitchen 
Garden: 
Sri G Vidya Sagar, Trustee took special care in bringing his 

friends and pals to abhaya home and initiated connecting the 

water tanks and plants in the kitchen garden with drip irrigation. 

Now, the plants and trees in entire campus can be watered 

without much difficulty. Sagar, Krishna, Madhu and other young 

friends who spared their time to set up the drips and pipes for 

the garden. Prayers for all of them.

�Maharshi Rice Mills, very kindly providing 100kgs of rice per month 

�Hyderabad Agencies regularly supporting with monthly provisions

�Founder & Office bearers of Navya Foundation visited abhaya Home

�Smt. Neha & Sri Vallabh lovingly provided  provisions for a month

�Sri K Phanindra  very caringly provided 25Kgs Wheat Floor

�Sri G Vidya Sagar & Team provided drip irrigation set up in the  garden

�Sri Srikanth Natarajan provided medicines, dresses, smart phone etc.

�

SoulDears of abhaya Home



Took the time off today to visit AHOH from 4pm to 7pm, and the back.  

My father Mr. Natarajan , Sharadha and my nephew joined me , and 

they were very happy with the visit and had a great stayt here. I 

picked up some buiscuits (for Tea), pickles and some mixture/chips 

on the way. But I mainly setup our Sony DVD player Deck at the 

cafeteria and it worked like cool.  

Mr. Kameshwar Rao was much better, he spoke completely in english 

this time was able to operate the deck, and also read all the labels and 

appreciate the musicians that I took the CD/casettes of., he enjoyed 

the music played and just was glued to it.  Next time I will setup the 

FM and get some more CD's.   He did feel lighter, and was missing 

surroundings, so next time I will get 

him home for a day or two. He will 

be taken to hospital for a checkup 

again tomorrow.

Rest of the team is good, Kusuma is going strong and as ever, taking care of all around her. May 

God bless her and let her get well soon! Sharadha also enjoyed the visit, she went to all the 

places and appreciated all that was being done, more than material, it is the service.  My 

nephew Surya went around and enjoyed himself as well, he wants to plan more vegetables :-) 

Back home and hope to be back in two weeks time again. Please find some pictures attached in 

following emails. - Srikanth, Hyderabad

More than material, it is the service...
What is needed at abhaya Home

It was a happy Sunday as the 

name itself says abhaya home 

of happiness, the place where 

happiness abodes, nice, clean, 

peaceful, blissfull so are the 

people residing there. A very 

good initiative and big effort 

We would like to visit the home 

again. With all the best wishes 

we handed over provisions for 

a month- Neha & Shivam, 
Hyderabad



abhaya Home of Happiness
Donations September’2014

NAME OF THE DONOR AMT Rs

TOTAL DONATIONS FOR CORPUS 365,000

NAME OF THE DONOR AMT Rs

TOTAL DONATIONS FOR OPERATIONS 27,700

.

SUNILKUMAR V, UK 200,000

RAJU, JEEDIMETLA, HYDERABAD 50,000

ABHAYA FOUNDATION  50,000

KV RAMAKRISHNA, MUMBAI 25,000

PRIYADARSHINI TRADERS, KURNOOL 10,000

CHANDRABANU NIYOGI,  HYDERABAD 10,000

SREEMANNARAYANA K, BANGALORE 10,000

CA PS PRABHAKAR, HYDERABAD 5,000

LAKSHMINARAYAN KHOLAY, HYDERABAD 5,000

.

LAKSHMI VENKATESWARA INDUSTRIES 6,000

CS SATEESH GUPTA KONDA, HYDERABAD  4,000

HEMALATHA GUNTURU, HYDERABAD  2,500

OTHERS 7,000

CS B SIREESHA, CHENNAI 1,500

SHUBH RAJ SINGH, HYDERABAD 1,000

KIRAN KUMAR GUNDA, HYDERABAD 1,000

KOTA INDUSTRIES  1,000

CS VENKATESH BABU BANDARU, HYD  1,000

KOMAL NAYYAR,HYDERABAD  900

IBUSER AMARENDRA  800

MANJUNATH HEGDE, HYDERABAD 500

SMT VINDOAMMA, BANGALORE 500

Mission to Serve 
with H.E.A.R.T.  The 
INSPIRATION is 
Swamiji always in 
all ways! for 
the Countrymen



abhaya 
FOUNDATION

“ EART”H
Healthcare Update

He got drain tube placed in his chest to flow out 

water and air in my lungs in Guntur hospital by 

doctor named Raghu (MD, chest specialist).But it 

does not result in cure. So the doctor sent him for 

better treatment to Vijayawada, Dr. G.J.Narasimha 

Rao done lung decortication operation for 

completely collapsed lung with hydropneumothroax 

disease under Arogya Sri. But sadly event that was a 

failure. Due to emergency they admitted him in 

Apollo, they have done Lung decodication again now 

and he is under observation. The Bill which I sent is 

interim bill as of that day, he may need to be in 

hospital for two more weeks. Expected cost may go 

to 3 lakhs. He is really worried and looking for 

donors. And somehow I got to know about them. 

After talked to hospital management they are ready 

to provide some concession.

 

Anjaneyulu is son of Sambaiah & Sathyavathi, 

family lives in village Yazali post, Karlapalem 

Mandal, Guntur Dist. Parents are agriculture labor.  

He is presently studying in AP IIIT Nuziveedu, 

Krishna Dt, since 4 years as part of 6 years Anjaneyulu and they have paid to the Hospital. Present 

integrated course (Intermediate+B.Tech). He is condition is stable, but he might need to be under observation 

studying with government scholarship with hostel for 2 more weeks. 

facility as he got 560 marks in SSC and stood as 

topper in the mandal during 2010. Is there be any chance of granting 10-15K for this mission as an 

 immediate assistance? – Praveen Kumar Battula, abhaya 

The students of IIIT have collected Rs.30,000/- for Volunteer (Software Engineer) Hyderabad

Mission Anjaneyulu



Mission Swathi
advanced Happy DUSSEHRA to abhaya HOME. We are happy with your kind helping 

hands. Now Swathi is stable and good in condition. Last week she went to Warangal  

on occasion of BATHAKAMMA and Dussehra festival. She is enjoying this festival. She 

received Maintenance -III treatment successfully and preparing for next treatment i.e 

maintenance-IV.  is on 08/10/2014. Maintenance -IV treatment expenditure is 

16000/- approximately. i can bare Rs 6000/- . so please help me sir. - 

M.Venkateshwarlu, Asst Professor, TKR, Hyderabad

Mission Vinod
Bionic gift of legs to Vinod for his birthday... from immombility to mobility... all 

this happened in just 30 days... lets hope he will soon be walking like us and 

stand inspiring for the world around... thanking Dr Suresh you made a heavely 

difference to Vinod... abhaya feels proud to know him

Yes, this is THE GIFT God has given Vinod on his birthday, which is VERY SPECIAL 

this year. Very happy to see him walking on his legs again, and may God bless 

both Vinod and Sujatha!!! We have an angel in Mr.Suresh, who has been of great 

support to abhayafoundation ever since he got connected. May such wonderful 

humans live long to serve the needy!

Ms.Sujatha, M.Sc (Analytical Chemistry), connected to abhaya foundation 

through Mr. Vinod, who is undergoing treatment for artificial replacement of legs 

at Hyderabad. She is in search of job and is taken to abhayan Sri.Muralikrishna, 

M.D, Ortin Labs, seeking help for her employment. He was kind enough to spare 

his time, gave a patient hearing, and assured to do his best. She was asked to 

meet the Quality Control Manager at their factory, for a formal interview, which 

she did. Wishing Sujatha the very best, and profusely thanking Sri.Muralikrishna 

for his kind gesture. - EJP. Prasad, co-ordinator, RPL, abhaya Foundation.

From immobility to mobility with abhaya n Bionic...step ahead by 
Vinod... all this happened in just 45 days. Lakhs being spent on him by 
Bionic out Reach Program. Thanks to Dr Suresh  who proved it... 
anything is possible provided we have WILL to do. Vinod is now going 
to his college to write semester exams. Plan to come back after a month 
or so for complete rehabilitation. Thanking each abhayan who stood 
beside him. Love All - Serve All



Mission Teena

Here is the status of Teena :

 

1) I went to Basavatarakam hospital on 20/9/2014 i.e 

yesterday and met her and her mother and enquired about 

the  progress of her health. Her father is in gujarat right now . 

2) Handed over cheque of 35000  rupees to hosiptal and took 

the receipt of it.

3) Also went to secretariat for enquiring about CMRF . Went to 

meet M/S Sujatha who was an officer for CMRF (got this info 

from FAREED), but unfortunately came to know that she has 

been transferred. But then i enquired about the procedures 

and asked them to help in this. They asked me to submit the 

following in lake view guest house to Mr.Rama Lingiah

- original estimation of teena treatment

- duplicate reports of her till now (ready from our end )

- a letter on name of CM (ready from our end)

- a letter - some kind of proof from Abhaya that we are dealing 

with this case from two months

- trying to get an MLA letter from my friend which helps us to 

get an appointment easliy when we go to Lake view guest 

house

4) Could not take Teena along with us as she is having 

Chemotherapy yesterday.. But will take her to Lake view guest house i.e., at the time when we will 

be submitting our request for CMRF to Mr.RamaLingaiah (PS of CBN garu)

 

My experience : I still say this is wonderful learning for me about dealing 

such critical case where i  need to be very careful in every step . I can still 

feel the happiness in her mother's face when i was giving the cheque in 

hospital. Her father was also very happy that we are working a  lot for  

her .

 Parents of Teena were very happy and they thanked Abhaya Foundation 

specially for dealing with this case and they asked me to convey their 

regards to abhaya.

 

Enclosing the latest pics of Teena and receipt from Basavatarakam in the  

attachments. Thanks, - Raghav, Volunteer (ADP, Hyderabad)



Mission Balingaiah:
Balingaiah was working in rice fields where a high tension 

wire fell and he got severe shock because of which his left 

hand got amputated. We reached out to him and 

understood the urgency for him to support his family as he 

is the only bread earner and has two kids to support. We 

have been in touch with Dr. Suresh for this mission for more 

than a month and also tried to pool in some funds. We came 

to know that upper limbs are very costly and has to be 

ordered on demand. We went ahead to pool in some funds 

(1 lakh) from my friends and asked help from abhaya for the 

rest. 

Bala sir, Siva and Dr. Suresh were very helpful and 

supportive for this initiative. We got the limb ordered and 

tested it on Balingaiah. I am glad to inform that the limb is 

working well and he will be able to use his left hand in some 

time. Right now he is suffering from pain in his amputated 

hand as the nerves are cut. He has been advised to do some 

massage, and bandage for 20-25days till he feels better. 

Once he gets relieved from pain Dr. Suresh would help him 

fix the limb and provide him support to use it. - Subhraj

Mission Umacchandar
Regarding Umacchandar health, we have 

shown to eye doctor he told it may or may not 

recover because the effect is to nerves. By 

practice and daily watching he can study or 

remember the positions. Suddenly he will tell 

his eye sight is better but sometimes it is 

blank. When he go in sunlight he is unable to 

see ups and downs also. Reg. medicines he 

has to continue the present list because they 

are for sugar, neuro, eye and skin, brain 

activation.

Till now with abhaya's great and timely help we are able to provide 

the medicine without any disturbance. Because my salary is not 

enough to run our family. I am earning 9000/-.

Reg. children Rajesh arranged for Rohit studies. For Aakanksha her 

class teacher is taking care of her school fees. Really there are no 

words to say or how to say thanks for the kindness shown by you 

people to our family. All that I can do is touch your feet if I see you 

directly. 

We need your help for Medicines for few more months. Because we 

should not stop at this stage. If I get any increment or any source I 

will definitely inform you so that you can decide. Thanking you.  -  

M.G. Padma Latha, Chennai

Mission Sirisha – Divya
Lack of staff at Sweekar and various health issues, Sirisha and 

Divya are irregular at their Physiotherapy training. abhaya took 

care of these special children for about 3 years. During this 

period, their progress is up and down with several reasons. But 

their mother Manga equipped with the required training and in 

fact she can give all these special exercises to them now. They 

came to know that there is a government hospital which is 

established newly near Lal Bazar also treating special children. So 

they are planning to admit Sirisha in that. Also they are planning 

for Handicap pension from government. Hope she will get it and 

the same will be useful for them. - KSV Siva Krishna



abhaya 
FOUNDATION

“H ART”E
Educare Update

Haritha: Sharmila Venkatesh Srivalli
I wrote two history Firstly very much sorry for not informing Dur ing the 
exams and got good you the details after receiving Rs.6000/- m o n t h  o f  
marks in those. As I have from Sir Pola Vikram. Once I informed you A u g u s t ,  I  
civils classes I did not that Vikram Sir has told that he will h a v e  
involve in any of Abhaya arrange for my transportation fee and I 

a t t e m p t e d  
a c t i v i t i e s .  I  n eed  thought of informing this to you when 

my Weekend 
Rs.6000/- towards my sending a mail. But I forgot that.

Examinationshostel fee for two 
 I scored good months i.e, for August Last month I was in depression as I don't 
m a r k s  i n  and September. Due to have money for my studies. I just decided 
that. On 15th my civils class timings I did not found time to go for a job and earn money for this 
August, our college pupils were to arrange required funds without year and continue my studies next year. 

depending on foundation. I want to write Then abhaya FOUNDATION lend their invited for the hoisting of our 
the regular weekend exams well and support for my studies. abhaya has paid national flag. There was a 
attempt them by complete preparation. I my college fee. Now without any tensions speech on the Independence 
wanted to make my preparation with more I'm going to college and studying well. Day. Our intermediate syllabus 
concentration and want to do well in the 

is going to end by this month 
coming exams. I concentrated in speaking Yesterday I met Vikram sir to discuss 

and then we will be having 
English more and reading magazines, about my part-time job. He explained me 

revisions. I hope that I would newspapers and collecting meanings of clearly about what 
improve my studies during difficult words, also improving my writing is my work. He told 
revisions and score good skills. When I am speaking I found using me to just maintain 
marks in the Examinations. same words repeatedly and I have to their Hotel POLA's 

overcome this. With time management to website and page. I This month there were many 
classes I am unable to involve in any have my internal festivals and I hope everyone 
activities of ABHAYA FOUNDATION, so exams in this week enjoyed the auspicious days. If 
feeling sad about this. When I see the so from next week I we try and work hard, 
newsletter and the things going on, I am will be going for 

everyday will be an auspicious 
happy and inspired with the activities of part time job. Once 

day. Once again I thank abhaya 
Abhaya Foundation and thankful to those again sorry for my 

Foundation for supporting me.whose efforts are involved in these. mistake sir.



Sailatha Swapna Priya
I have completed my Practical My Name is A Swapna Priya. I am studying 

exams on August 14th and Inter II year (MEC) in Sri Gayatri Junior 

performed well in those exams. College, Mehdipatnam. I have Exams in the 

From then onwards we are having first week that is why I sending the letter 

holidays.  Waiting for results. lately. The CPT classes are also going on but 

the classes are going speedily. I am not 

I am spending my holidays by understanding the CPT classes as they are 

u n d e r t a k i n g  f o l l o w i n g  not teaching properly. They are conducting 

activities: the classes even on Weekends. I am unable 

to score well in the exams and was nervous.        1. Attending medical camps
For now, I am concentrating on the regular    2. Started taking Balavikas 
classes and attending all the classes. classes for Group I children.

 3. Wrote an article on DIABETES MELLITUS which made 

me to feel happy. Because, before that I know about the 

DM which is confined to only my syllabus. But the deep 

urge to write an article made me to search over more I  Venugopal Reddy completed my diploma in G.I.O.E COLLEGE 

books for more information   & thus it made me to with 75.14% of marks. My ECET rank is 849. Now I got a seat in 

Mallareddy Engg. College (A), Medchal. My family situations are cherish my knowledge better in this topic.  Indulging in 
not good. My father's health also not good. That's why he can't give this work makes me to attain complete command over 
money for my education. Actually my mother put all her jewellery particular topic
in a bank and take money for my fee & admission fee in college. I  4. Watching English pictures like,   who am I?, Dragons 
am attaching all the receipts, please find and consider. Now I am all evolution & reading some books like The mind & its 
s t a y i n g  i n  mysteries, where there are some discourses about fickle 
Secunderabad in nature & treacherous   nature –by Bhagawan. These all 
at friend's room. are really helping me to improve my standard in English   
I would like to 5. I am having strong desire to learn any musical 
join in hostel instrument which enlightens me much more to sing His 
near my college. glory. By God's grace I started learning basics in 
That's why I am harmony [musical instrument] from one known sister in 
s e a r c h i n g  samithi. 
internet for any 6. Helping my mother in her works, & also my sister in 
foundation in her studies. I have to develop her a lot because she is 
Hyderabad. I below average in her studies. Now and then I am revising 
hope abhaya 

my 1st year syllabus so that I do not forget my subject.
FOUNDAT ION  

Understand my 
Thus am dedicating very less time & energy to all these. 

problem to help 
Yet much more is there to be done but not knowing what 

my education.
to do

Education Support



The 10th standard staying room renovation is 

completed.   Please find the photos attached 

herewith. Thanks a lot for your support and being 

true inspiration for us. Thanks Again Sir - Velraj

GVK School Update
We are purchased the Uniform cloth for 

the entire 190 students and the cloth 

were stitched for making of uniforms in 

the premises of the school. On 

02.09.2014 the uniforms were 

distributed to the students.   The said 

photographs were attached hereunder.  

The committee members were traveled 

for collecting the donations in 

Rajahmundry and Kakinada areas. 

Some of the persons were promised for 

issue of donations. 

Account for the year 2008-09 to 2011-

12 were prepared and submitted to 

auditor for auditing purpose.  Only 

2013-14 year of accounts were under 

prepared which were also submitted to 

the auditor within few days.  The auditor is promised to issue two 

years audit reports within one or two days.  The another years audit 

reports were issued in the month  of  November  as  the  auditor  is  

very  busy  in  his  work. - Bavanarayana

Sevalayam - Madurai Update

Volunteers met at Jeedimetla at Natya & 

Nayan's home... grate beginning for Mission 

abhaya to visit schools at their areas. Thanks 

to most promising young volunteers Gopi 

Manohar, Natya, Nayan, Prashanth, Sudhier, 

Harsha, Manjula, Lummbini, Naga Bhavani, 

Rajesh, Smt Saraswathi n Smt Revathi...

I am Mohsmmed Amer Qureshi S/o Md J Qureshi, Kachiguda, Hyderabad. I 
scored 90% in SSC., 96.2% in Inter and got 85% in 2 years of Engineering. My 
father is a daily wage labour.  I have 5 sisters and 2 brothers. 2 of them still 
studying with me. Razeeya Sultana scored 97% in Inter. Janveer Fatima 
pursuing B.Sc., from Gandhi Medical College. My father is not able to work 
regularly due ill health. But my brothers are managing the house hold issues 
and also taking care of my sisters and me aswell. My college fee amounting to 
Rs.63000/-PA, I get a reimbursement of Rs.35000/- from Govt. of Telangana 
and need to pay rest. So, I request you to help me in this regard.  I promise to 
refund the amount which is received from you once I 
complete education so that other students like me can get 
benefitted through our Organisation.

I would like to thankyou and  shiva sir for giving me such a 
good guidance and self confidence which will be very 
helpful in my present and future life and I am very lucky to 
meet  good people like you -   Mohsmmed Amer Qureshi



abhaya 
FOUNDATION

“HE RT”A
Awareness Update

abhya Team visit to Kamamm: I am inspired with the trip

 

I have learned so many things with Khammam trip. How 

to do teacher job. Teacher job is the best way to serve 

our country. If we want to be a teacher we have to do the 

job with full dedication and we must love it. As a 

volunteer I learn how to interact with children, how to 

develop my speaking skills, how to improve myself. I 

must do services heart fully, love the services that what 

am  doing then only I get satisfaction that am serving 

our country. As a human-being we have to do something 

to our country. The way we are doing must satisfy our 

self and inspire other to follow. – Lumbini

abhaya Visit to KMM... 12 hrs of dedication for the benefit of 

VIHE, Rotary Club, Teaching Community, Aspiring Trainers, 

Volunteers, College n High School Students, abhaya 

volunteers... long lasting impressions in each of the hearts 

invoved in all the sessions... thanks to CS Vasudevarao 

Devaki, Sri Keshav Lal, Sri Vasu Laksha, Sri Chandra Sekhar, 

Sri Ashok, Sri Chalam all from VIHE... Nagesh, President 

Rotary Sthabadhri...Lotus...the real school, Dr Rajesh, 

Srinivas from Red Cross and scores of VIPs of Khammam City 

for their empathy in almost 6 sessions... god bless all... 

Samasthaloka Sukhinobhavanthu.



not least  I want to be like that of founder spontaneously, 

Active, Passionate while doing service. - Gopi Manohar, 
Coordinator, Jeedimetla Awareness Group, Hyderabad

 

I am Vamsikrishna, VIHE Volunteer,  Khammam. I had 

been following the Founder inspiring talks at VIHE Youth 

convention and YUVA Chetana previously. It was yet 

another inspiring speech at Khammam at TEACH India 

event at VIHE, on 7th Sept'14. We also had a chance to 

interact with the Founder and  I liked the points and I 

would like to follow them in true spirit and I will implement 

these points, roles, responsibilities. Once am ready,  I will 

start to explain to others and try to motivate them I missed 

lotus school and rotary club programs because of health 

issue. My MBA course will be completed in next couple of 

months and I will be serving and motivating at least some 

one in these two months. After words, I would like to serve 

the country with abhaya and I would like to learn more 

activities from you.
The 1st session was very useful in our further work and we have 

discussed about many problems that students are facing and we 

have listed out some useful tips for studying well. 2nd Session 

with teachers was great, I have learnt how teacher should teach 

the children and how to encourage students and your 

spontaneity was very good. I think, I have to improve by seeing 

the Founder and the definition of teacher was very inspiring and 

I was thinking that i must also become a teacher. This feeling I 

felt... really it is a great session. 3rd Session was with 

volunteers of VIHE/abhaya which made us to realize how a 

volunteer should work the service and how the volunteer should 

be this was the great session for us to learn how the volunteer 

should be. 4th session is on Public  Speaking Skills. Founder 

explained the qualities of a public speaker. 5th session was with 

school students. it was the great session that i have ever 

involved in such session, till now in life. I totally cried by emotion 

and i have seen how to attract students and how to inject the 

matter in their minds and that girl said II got 99 marks but i lost 

my one mark by lack of concentration i shocked by listening to 

this. 6th Session was with members of Rotary Club and last but 



forget the birthday girl who became so emotional with the 

greetings from you. Also came to how speak with the 

students and what are all the questions students will raise 

from their side and how to explain them with examples 

and experiences with general journey session of the 

volunteers and your advices. I just want to be active like 

Founder. I was so shocked to see him as how with the 

same energy he spoke from 4am-10pm without any 

break and drop in the energy and spontaneity. I felt so 

bad that he being elder than me handled the complete 

day sessions without any break and I was down 

immediately after the completion of the third session. 

Even then i managed myself to sit in the fourth session 

also but was not so happy as i did not concentrate more. 

No issues, at least from now i will be so active and 

energetic like you at any point of situation. - S Natya, 1st 
MBA, OU Campus, Hyderabad

It was great learning experience, I had by travelling with 

the Founder and other volunteers which made me know 

many things on the day of khammam trip.  The day is a 

complete awareness day where there are 6 different 

sessions. First was with teachers .After that I thought 

that most of the teachers may think that teaching is just 

their profession and they are doing it for their livelihood 

but am sure that after listening to the Founder's session 

at least half the teachers out of them may take it as a 

responsibility to teach their students in a right way and 

guide them in their life. And the second was the 

volunteers meet wherein I learnt many things as a 

volunteer and also listened other volunteers who are 

passionate to take up the work. I was so happy to listen to 

Shashikala (one of the volunteers of VIHE) who got up 

after your speech and shared her views with so much of 

enthusiasm. The third session was with the students of 

lotus school.I felt that it was very little time to interact 

with them and the session was so energetic and can't 



2) We can have 3 batches with 6 students in each batch. 

Each batch will have two classes in a week. This way, we can 

train 18 students.

3) The classes are proposed to be held in the morning hours 

from 7.30 AM to 9.00 AM.  The hall will be open till 5.30 PM 

for the students to practice during the day.

4) Mr.Ramesh and one Mr,Veerabadra are willing to take up 

classes. I will also be engaging some classes now and then 

depending on the schedule of Mr.Ramesh and 

Mr.Veerabadra.Mr.Ramesh and Mr.Veerabadra are working 

as accountants in two different firms and some monetary 

assistance to them will be of great help.

I need to put up 6 computer tables and 6 computers with a 

white board. I hope to do this in three to four weeks' time on 

hearing from you sir. I have transferred Rs.6,000 towards 

my contribution to Abhaya Foundation today.

On the eve of Independence Day, I had an opportunity to 

visit Prakasham School at Anandnagar colony (Opposite Sri Founder's Session at Govt ZPHS Shapur Nagar, Jeedimetla for 
Meda Narshimulu uncle's house).  It is partly aided by the benefit of 600 students, 20 teachers n 6 abhaya 
government and partly aided by Anandnagr Welfare volunteers. Plan is to make the volunteers to visit 100 high 
Association (AWA). The students of this school belong to schools n bring awareness about life after 10th, life skills, how 
lower middle class and middle class families.to study well, getting ready for exams etc., Hoping to see 

young volunteers to their best. - abhaya Team
I wish if a batch of volunteers from Abhaya could take up 

career counseling and tips on study skills, it would be of 

great help.  I had a talk with Mr.Suri, President of AWA and 
This is in reference to meeting held at CAPITAL Degree 

he was more than happy to have such an event organised at 
College at Jeedimetla and a thought to improve accounting 

Prakasham School. 
and TALLY skills of the underprivileged and deserving 

  
students of Quithbullapur area.

Sir, I request at a convenient time, kindly 

arrange one such event at Prakasham 
Drawing your attention to the discussions had, I put 

School, Anandnagar colony.  I will 
forward following proposal:

coordinate with President AWA, school 
1) The small hall at my disposal at Plot No.37B, Road No.2, 

authorities if required. - Pavan Kumar, 
Phase - I, IDA, Jeedimetla, ( Sri Meda Narashimulu uncle's 

Industrialist, Jedimetla, Hyderabad
place which i am on rent) can comfortably accommodate 6 to 

8 students.

Workshop at Jeedimetla



With Visionaries Group at GMR Varalakshmi Foundation, GMR Township, 

Shamshabad, Hyderabad... about 30 NGOs and representatives meeting 

each other for the first time at SAMVAAD... thanks to Mani CTS n Bharati 

GMRVF... abhaya did its part coordinating the effort for the event. Hoping 

for the BEST to happen

Background: 
Networking, communication, interaction and exchange are essential for 

cooperation. By learning about the work of other like-minded 

organizations, non-profit organizations can access valuable solutions that 

can contribute in fulfilling their own missions. And partnerships and 

opportunities for cooperation may emerge from such interactions. 

To facilitate such mutual learning and understanding, GMR Varalakshmi 

Foundation organized a meeting of NGOs and CSR units of different companies at Hyderabad on 20th September 2014 at GMR 

Varalakshmi Centre for Empowerment and Livelihoods, Shamshabad. 

Objectives of the Workshop: 
�Create a platform for non-profit organizations 
�To share their activities with each other 
� Explore collaboration and synergy for better outreach and impact
� Create a social network among different non-profit organizations
�

Non-profits participated in the workshop: 
26 people from 18 organizations including 3 CSR units attended the 

workshop. and the list is Cognizant, ADP, KARE, Dr. Reddy's 

Foundation, United Way Hyderabad, Nirmaan, Ashray Akruti, 

Abhaya Foundation, Youngisthan, Outbox edutainment, Unlimited 

Hyderabad, Lakshya Foundation, Mobile Science Lab, PHIN, LIFE 

Society, Sayodhya, Akshara Network, One Child One Light

Meeting Deliberations: 
�After the welcome address, all the participants were taken for a 

round of CEL and were explained about GMRVF activities
�After the CEL visit, each organization shared about the work that 

their organization is doing and explained about the possibilities to 

collaborate with them

Samvaad-An Experience Sharing Workshop for 
Non-Profits



�  ordered one set of tools for a school run by an NGO at Addateegala village

�  assured to send 10 destitute people to Abhaya Home for Destitute

� in partnership with Yousee organizing Seva Mela during Joy of Giving Week in October. 

� requested NGOs to put stalls during Seva Mela to improve their visibility as many people visit Seva Mela.

� is also planning to organize few workshops to provide required skills for NGOs during Seva Mela. 

�Hence, UWH representative requested all to participate in the event and also to spread message to other organizations.

�Cognizant accepted to mobilize their employee volunteers to volunteer at Seva Mela

� registered as an NGO for deaf and dumb people by a lady who is deaf and dumb herself. 

�She informed that though they are a registered NGO, they don't know whom to approach for funds.

�Requested participants to help them identifying potential funding agencies and also spread a word about their organization. 

�  is a short stay shelter home for women in distress which is looking for financial as well as volunteer support. 

�  requested the participants to spread a word about Sayodhya's services and also help them identify some funders.

�  provides solar lamps to under-privileged children free of cost and also to the NGOs at subsidized prices. 

�Mobile Science Lab and Abhaya Foundation are ready to take 1000 lights for Kashmir flood victims

�  presented the innovative solutions and tools developed to overcome learning challenges. 

�  ordered one set of tools for a school run by an NGO at Addateegala village

�Requested participants to make use of the e-publications of Akshara which are useful for NGOs and are available free of cost

� requested the participants to spread a word about their Vidya Helpline 18004252425/426/427 

� also informed that they need volunteers to teach under-privileged children

�  representative explained about the skill development and agriculture programs. 

�He specifically talked about their Skilling Rural Youth (SRY) and LABS programs and requested to help them in mobilizing 

�DRF agreed to send about 50 youth for every batch for vocational training at CEL-H through their SRY program

�  Mr. Sreedhar from ADP presented the corporate perspective of giving. He suggested the NGOs to think of innovative 

solutions to social problems. He made some important suggestions to the NGOs as follows,

�NGOs should not compete with each 

other but should collaborate and work 

together 

�Corporates do not want to give 

donations, but are willing to fund social 

projects with specific objectives, 

timelines and budgets

�NGOs should think innovatively and 

propose cost-effective solutions to the 

social problems

�NGOs should learn to give value for 

money given by corporates 

�NGOsShould think of sustainable ways 

to implement their programs

abhaya Foundation

abhaya Foundation

Youngisthan

Nirmaan

Nirmaan

UWH

UWH

UWH

Dr.Reddy’s Foundation

PHIN Network 

Sayodhya

Sayodhya

ADP India

One Child One Light

Outbox Edutainment Pvt Ltd 

The following are the important deliberations during the meeting at Samvaad.



abhaya setting up the stall... Please visit and encourage 120+NGos 

participating in the 2 days event... as part of Joy of Giving Week... at 

Hyderabad. abhaya Volunteers from Jeedimetla considering their college 

holidays during the week decided to spare their time for the cause. The team 

consisting about 20 young volunteers lead by  Natya, Gopi Manohar and Nayan 

met and discussed about various activities and process of propagating the 

cause of community work. 

Interested volunteers may please be contacted Gopi Manohar for serving at the 

stall and also participating in the cultural events planned by the team on 
8019740680/ 9177046352



Founder speaking at 

G l o b a l  P e a c e  

Foundation hosted 

World Peace Day 

Awards function held 

at Telugu University, 

Hyderabad. Founder 

had an opportunity to 

share the dias with TG 

Home Minister Nayani 

Narasimhareddy, Dr Lakshman, 

TG BJP Floor Leader, Dr KS 

Ratnakar, Global Hospitals and 

scores of eminent people and 

members of Walkers Club 

International. ..Home Minister 

entered when founder was 

speaking...felt happy listening to 

him. everyone also expressed 

similar appreciation... thanks to 

Sri Ramalingeswara Rao for his 

Invite to the Founder as their 

special guest. Photo credit to Sri 

S a i  B a b a ,  W E  E m p o w e r  

International. .. abhaya Team

Sessions at Hyd Chapter of ICSI for EDP/MSOP 
participants by the Founder CS Balachandra Sunku.

Founder was
appreciated 

by Sri. Nayani 
Narashimha

Reddy, Home
Minister of 

Telangana at 
Hyderabad



3 sessions with Mana Illu Adarana Orphanage kids 

(Primary/High school n College students) at HMT Community 

Hall by the founder along with couple of volunteers. Rs. 12000/- 

given to their winter camp at Hyderabad.. This is how abhaya 

offered its love to Goddess Durga Lakshmi Saraswathi on this 

1st day of Navarathri. The happiness of kids was like seeing 

beautiful flowers in the god’s garden

Founder visited Mana Illu 
winter camp @ Hyderabad



Heartfelt interaction 

w i t h  l e ade r s  o f  

Adilabad Dist - Sri Sai 

Sathya Sai Seva 

Organisation... the 

d e d i c a t i o n  a n d  

determination of Sai Leaders are very inspiring to see... all wish to engage with their might in serving the country on the 

eve of upcoming Swamy's 90th Birthday in 2015. Thanking Swamy for the opportunity given to interact with them and 

motivate them in leading the Sai Org in most idealistic way in the Country – CS Balachandra Sunku, Founder 

Founder  got  an 
opportunity to serve 
t h e  l e a d e r s  o f  
Sathya Sai Seva 
Org,  Adilabad Dist  

PM Narendra Modi to launch Mission Swachh 
Bharat on October 2 by wielding a broom 

the crowd responded with a chant, "Yes, we will!" 

Not stopping at this, the PM chose to give an example to drive 

home his point. He said families start cleaning the house BANGALORE: In an ironic start 
around Diwali every year. "Why cannot this approach be to his visit, Prime Minister 
adopted and extended to keeping localities clean? We clean Narendra Modi gave a clarion 
our houses before guests come. Similarly, the country should call for Swachh Bharat as soon 
be clean to welcome guests. India is changing and this should as he touched down in 
be our priority," he maintained. Bangalore, a city battling an 

ignominious garbage problem. Addressing a crowd of 5,000 
Noting that September 25 is the birth anniversary of Pandit people on Tuesday evening at HAL airport, Modi said he 
Deen Dayal Upadhyay, stalwart of the erstwhile Jan Sangh, would launch Mission Swachh Bharat on October 2 by 
he said he had been "a source of inspiration for all of us", and wielding a broom. "I beg every citizen of the country to 
had decided to launch the campaign from Sept 25 to Oct 2.pledge 100 hours a year towards cleanliness. This work 

cannot be done by the PM, CMs or ministers alone. Every 

citizen of the nation has to pledge to keep the country clean," 

Modi said in his first-ever address in Karnataka after taking 

charge of the country. 

Modi said: "We crib about our cities not being clean, 

compared with Singapore, Dubai and London. If everyone 

takes a pledge not to dirty our cities, no one can come here 

and litter them.'' Seeking a response from the crowd, Modi 

asked if they would pledge 100 hours a year for the drive, and 



abhaya 
FOUNDATION

“HEA T”R
Rural Development Update

Abhaya aatma vishwasam Welding Unit
Ch Lakshmi and her Son's Ch Ramesh family is supported with abhaya 

Aathma Viswasam Welding Unit... about 10 people joined hands with 

abhaya under the leadership of Volunteer, P Savithri, NCC Group, 

Hyderabad pooled amount closed to Rs. 50,000/-, the family is now have 

confidence to lead their life respectfully. Prayers for their life... Every 

single issue will have 100 solutions... provided there is a TEAM to 

translate thoughts in to words... words in to ACTION. Kudos to P Santhosh 

once supported for his Engineering by abhaya spared his first salary to 

this Mission. - abhaya Team

abhaya 
FOUNDATION

“HEAR ”T
Transformation Update

NCR Supporting abhaya @ Joy of 
Giving
As a part of Joy of Giving initiative, NCR would 

like to support your NGO – “abhaya 

Foundation”, for fund raising. NCR is 

participating in the Give India Challenge 

wherein we have nominated and decided to 

support your NGO.

Give India is our facilitator and would help us 

in validating the NGO. Kindly register with 

Give India Challenge. - abhaya Team

FOUNDATIONA



Dear Raghu, We are planning 

an employee event on Friday 

October 17.  We can invite Mr 

Balachandra to talk to our 

team that day. The theme is 

“Spreading Happiness”. I need 

your help in identifying an 

orphanage. Our plan is 1.  

Invite the orphans to come to 

office that day 2. The 

employees will spend some 

time with them – like playing 

board games, painting sky lanterns 3.       We will 

have lunch with the children 4.  The children can 

present any cultural item 5. A donation will be 

made to the orphanage.  A 2 week drive will be 

there in the company for this 6.Mr Balachandra 

can  give a message. He needs to be here 

12:30PM – 3PM 

Ideally the children should be of the age 10+. We 

can accommodate I think 20 children or so. But I 

am open to suggestions. - Sekhar Chebolu,  
D i rec tor ,  Eng ineer ing ,  Embedded  
C o m p u t i n g ,  A r t e s y n  E m b e d d e d  
Technologies, Hyderabad

Remembering Padmavibhushan Dr ANR at Annapurna after his 

physical departure... with Smt Naga Sushila, Chairperson, Dr 

ANR Janmabhumi Charities. She very kindly consented to add 

her signature this time for abhaya news letter on behalf of her 

legendry father... who promised to add his signature last Sept 

13 when he honored abhaya team lead by Sri Madhumohan, 

Member, abhaya Home. She wished that she should do her bit 

for abhaya too by spreading the cause. Prayers for her n entire 

family of Dr ANR. Special thanks to Madhu for his kind hearted 

effort. – abhaya TEAM

Felt very happy to hear the success story through 

Mr.Ramalingeswararao the other day about the 

Founder’s presence at the Global Peace Awards 

Ceremony at Potti Sri Ramulu Telugu University.. He 

informed that his address was the highlight of the 

function , which did not surprise me at all, knowing the 

founder as I do. Congrats, and keep it up, Balachandra 

garu!! May the spirit of abhaya be heard at many 

places!! – EJP Prasad, Coordinator RPL, abhaya

Want to be Volunteer: My name is Sudhir Kumar, I was highly 

interested to join abhaya foundation, as of hearing about this program 

from my seniors i was desirous to join this so i took coordinating work with 

them for making this program success. I have many ideas how to bring 

change among the youth and the prevailing society. So I am glad to join 

hand with abhaya to bring a change among other and also within me - 

Sudhir Kumar

I'm very grateful for you and Swami for giving this 

opportunity to serve my brothers and sisters in need.  

Please find attached the e-receipt of the fund transfer. 

Once again thanks for all your inspirational words and love 

you shared with me. - Sunil Kumar V, Software 
Engineer, London, UK



Payment Gateway to be provided by Yes Bank

abhaya FOUNDATION is to open a new 

savings account with Yes Bank. They 

will offer 7% interest on the savings 

account and can provide corporate 

internet banking.  All the funds we get 

from payment gateway will be routed to 

Yes Bank, and we can make use of the 

said resources for service projects.  As 

a privileged customer, they also offered 

us cheque pickup, with drawls, DD/Pay 

Orders etc., at door step. Mehidipatnam 

branch manager along with Venkatesh, 

AVP initiated the process in the said 

regard - KSV Siva Krishna, 
Secretary, abhaya Foundation


